The recent results from Super-Kamiokande (SK) are reported. On atmospheric neutrino analysis, we have performed a full 3-flavor oscillation analysis with SK-I+II+III data. A CPT violation study on atmospheric neutrino is also done with SK-I+II+III data. On solar neutrino analysis, a 3-flavor oscillation analysis with SK-III data is performed.
Super-Kamiokande detector
Super-Kamiokande (SK) [1] is a cylindrical water Cherenkov detector with 50-kton of purified water and about 11000 of 20-inch PMT's. It is located 1000 m underground (2700 m water equivalence) in Kamioka Observatory, ICRR, University of Tokyo in Mozumi mine in Gifu prefecture in Japan. Figure 1 shows the inside of the SK detector. The fiducial volume of the SK detector is 22.5 kton. The main observation targets of SK detector are solar neutrinos, atmospheric neutrinos, supernova neutrinos, and nucleon decays. SK is the largest detector in the world for these physics targets.
SK has started its observation in 1996. Table 1 shows a summary of the SK experiments. Currently, SK-IV is running with the lowest energy threshold at the electron total energy, E total = 4.5 MeV. In SK-IV, we have replaced the entire front-end electronics system. All the hit information of PMT's can be read by the electronics system [2] . In SK-IV, we can apply appropriate event time windows, for example, 1.5 µs for the lowenergy (= high rate) events, 40 µs for the normal events, 540 µs for the high-energy without OD activity events, and ±512 µs around the beam spill timing of the T2K experiment. In future, we would like to lower the energy threshold down to E total = 4.0 MeV or less.
Atmospheric neutrino results
Cosmic-ray interactions in the atmosphere produce neutrinos. They are called atmospheric neutrinos. In the SK detector, atmospheric neutrino events are categorized into fully contained (FC) events, partially contained (PC) events, and upward going muons.
FC events deposit all of their Cherenkov light in the inner detector (ID) in SK, while PC events include punch-through tracks which deposit some Cherenkov light in the outer detector (OD). The neutrino interaction vertex is required to be reconstructed within the 22.5 kton fiducial volume. The FC events are classified into "sub-GeV" (visible energy, E vis < 1330 MeV) and "multi-GeV" (E vis > 1330 MeV). These events are further separated into sub-samples based on the number of observed Cherenkov rings. Single-and multi-ring are then divided into electron-like (e-like) or muon-like (µ-like) samples depending on pattern identification of the most energetic Cherenkov ring. The sub-GeV samples are additionally divided based on their number of decayelectrons and their likelihood of being a π 0 . The PC events are separated into "OD stopping" and "OD through-going" categories based on the amount of light deposit by the exiting particle in the OD.
Energetic atmospheric muon neutrinos passing through the Earth interact with rock surrounding the detector, and produce muons via charged current interactions. These neutrino events are observed as upward going muons. Upward going muons are classified into two types. One is "upward through-going muons" which have passed through the detector, and the other is "upward stopping muons" which come into and stop inside the detector. The upward through-going muons are subdivided into "showering" and "non-showering" based on whether their Cherenkov pattern is consistent with light emitted from an electromagnetic shower produced by a very high energy muon. The livetime and number of observed events for the first three SK phases are summarized in Table 2 and 3, respectively.
The zenith angle and lepton momentum distributions for each of the above samples compared with the atmospheric neutrino Monte Carlo (MC) predictions are shown in Figure 2 .
In June 2009, we have summarized a preliminary results of the neutrino oscillation analysis using SK-I, II and III atmospheric neutrino data set. Red contours in Figure 3 show the allowed neutrino oscillation parameter regions for ν µ ↔ ν τ oscillations. The allowed oscillation parameter region from the zenith angle analysis is sin 2 2θ 23 > 0.96 (90 % C.L.) and ∆m
The allowed oscillation parameter region from the L/E analysis is sin 2 2θ 23 > 0.96 (90 % C.L.) and ∆m 2 23 = (2.19 + 0.14 − 0.13) × 10 −3 eV 2 . In May 2010, we have performed a full 3-flavor oscillation analysis considering all the mixing parameters and the CP violating term. The matter effect in the Earth is also considered in this calculation and both the normal and inverted mass hierarchies are tested. Figure 4 shows the allowed regions for (∆m results are summarized in Table 2 . All fits are consistent with the two flavor oscillation results and CHOOZ experiment's upper limit on θ 13 . No preference for either mass hierarchy exists in the data.
We also performed a test for CPT violations using the atmospheric neutrino data in SK-I+II+III. We applied the two-neutrino disappearance models for neutrinos and anti neutrinos, separately:
The allowed region for anti-neutrino mixing parameters is shown in Figure 5 . The preliminary bestfit parameters are ( ∆m 2 , ∆m 2 , sin 2 2θ, sin 2 2θ ) = ( 2.2 × 10 −3 eV 2 , 2.0 × 10 −3 eV 2 , 1.0, 1.0 ). The atmospheric mixing parameters for anti-neutrino oscillations are consistent with those for neutrinos and therefore no evidence for CPT violation is found.
Solar neutrino results
SK detects solar neutrinos through neutrino-electron elastic scattering (ES), ν + e → ν + e, where the energy, direction and time of the recoil electron are measured. Due to its large fiducial mass of 22.5 kton, SK gives a precise measurement of the solar neutrino flux, energy spectrum, and time variation via the ES reaction.
In May 2010, we have summarized a preliminary solar neutrino analysis results in SK-III. In SK-III, we have re-estimated all the systematic uncertainties. The preliminary systematic uncertainties on total flux in SK-III are summarized in Table 5 . The systematic uncertainty on the total flux is estimated to be 2.1 %. This is about two thirds of the corresponding SK-I value. The main contributions to the improvement are the vertex shift, angular resolution, and event selection uncertainties. The total live time for solar neutrino analysis in SK-III is 548 days for E total ≥ 6.5 MeV, and 289 days for E total < 6.5 MeV. The recoil electron's total energy range used for this analysis is from 5.0 to 20 MeV. The observed 8 B solar neutrino flux via the ES reaction is 2.32 ± 0.04(stat.) ± 0.05(syst.) (×10 6 /cm 2 /s), which is consistent with the previous SK-I and II results. The obtained day-night asymmetry is (Φ Day −Φ Night ) (Φ Day +Φ Night )/2 = −0.056 ± 0.031(stat.) ± 0.013(syst.). The total 8 B and hep flux values are referred from the BP2004 Standard Solar Model (SSM) [3] . We used the expected spectrum of 8 B and hep neutrinos calculated by Winter [4] and Bahcall [5] , respectively. Figure 6 shows the observed recoil electron's energy spectrum divided by the expected signal rate from BP2004 SSM without oscillation. The line in Figure 6 represents the total SK-III average (flat data/SSM prediction without MSW effect). This result indicates no significant spectral distortion.
A preliminary oscillation analysis has also been done including the SK-III solar neutrino data. The two flavor analysis for the determination of the solar oscillation parameters, θ 12 and ∆m 2 12 was performed with the combined SK-I, II and III data. In this analysis, the total 8 B flux is constrained by the averaged NC flux from SNO NCD [6] and LETA [7] (= (5.14 ± 0.21) × 10 6 /cm 2 /s). The result is shown in the left side in Figure 7 . As shown in the left figure, the LOW solution is excluded and the LMA solution is only allowed to explain the solar neutrino oscillation. We have also done a preliminary global oscillation analysis with other solar experiments. In this analysis, the following observation results are used; SNO total CC rates observed in the 306-day pure D 2 O phase (SNO-I) [8] , 391-day salt phases (SNO-II) [9] , and 385-day NCD phase (SNO-III) [6] , the combined NC rates of LETA [7] and SNO-III, the predicted day-night asymmetry for SNO-I and II, 7 Be solar neutrino flux from Borexino [10] , Homestake [11] , GALLEX-GNO [12] , and SAGE [13] . The result is shown in the right side in Figure 7 . The best-fit parameter set is tan 2 θ 12 = 0.42 We also performed a preliminary 3-flavor oscillation analysis. In the 3-flavor analysis, the calculation of oscillation probability is based on reference [15] . The probability can be calculated with three parameters: θ 12 , θ 13 , and ∆m As done for the two-flavor analysis, the oscillation probabilities depending on different zenith angles are calculated. Other experiment data are have been published by Homestake, SAGE, Gallex-GNO, Borexino, SNO, and KamLAND. The oscillation parameters are scanned in the following regions: 10 −5 eV 2 < ∆m 2 × 10 −4 eV 2 , 0.1 < tan 2 θ 12 < 1.0, and 0 < sin 2 θ 13 < 0.25. Figure 8 shows the allowed region for sin 2 θ 13 and tan 2 θ 12 extracted from this analysis. The allowed region from the combined analysis of solar global and Kam-LAND analyses is also indicated. The global solar analysis finds that the upper limit of sin 2 θ 13 is 0.060 at 95 % C.L. After combining with the KamLAND result, the best fit value of sin 2 θ 13 is found to be 0.025
+0.018
−0.016 and the upper limit is obtained as sin 2 θ 13 < 0.059 at 95 % C.L.
Conclusion
Super-Kamiokande-IV is running with the lowest energy threshold in SK. Currently, 100 % efficiency is at E total = 4.5 MeV.
Preliminary results of the full 3-flavor atmospheric neutrino oscillation analysis from SK-I+II+III data are obtained. There is no preference for either mass hierarchy in the data, and no significant constraint applied on CP phase at 90 % C.L.
A CPT violation study on atmospheric neutrino is also done with SK-I+II+III data. No evidence for CPT violation is found, but this is preliminary.
Preliminary results of the solar neutrino measurement in SK-III are obtained. The measured solar 8 
